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Bridger Payne is an enigma that no one can figure out. Wise beyond his years, eerily intuitive and
sexy as hell, every woman in The Silo wants him.None can have him.Not the real man, anyway.He
might wield the lash for you if you ask prettily, but heâ€™ll get no gratification from it. Heâ€™ll
definitely make you scream, but he wonâ€™t think twice about you when he walks away.Bridger
carries the darkest of secrets. Heâ€™s filled with too much pain.Heâ€™s utterly untouchable.Until
she came along.
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Let me just say, that I would be lying if I told you that I wasn't dying to read Wicked Bond. I have
loved the Wicked Horse series and in each book Bridger Payne was the relationship and sexual
sensei. There were hints that when his story his story was told, it would be nothing short of powerful
and Sawyer Bennett has given us a book that is all that and more. With every page turn, I felt
grafted to not only my seat, but to my device as this story unfolded, all the while my pulse was
racing in anticipation of how it would all turn out. Spoiler alert - It was FAMAZING.PSA -- if you
haven't read the Wicked Horse series, you are missing out on five hot and dirty books with a cast of
characters that you will want to smuggle home. Though, while the sex is filthy good, its the

relationships that keep you coming back. There are strong foundations of love, trust and honesty
that serve to remind us that there is zero shame in acting on your needs and desires when these
elements are present. It is demonstrated again and again in the most dazzling fashion. If they aren't
there already, these books MUST be on your TBR.As they say, "those who can't, teach." Truer
words were never spoken when it comes to Bridger. He is "The Man" with the open ears and wise
words who has given counsel and more to each of his friends, as well as their respective partners.
All the while guarding his heart behind walls of granite that he has built to keep himself safe and he
believes others safer. I don't think I was quite prepared for just how invested I was in learning
Bridger's story and the pure emotion I felt as it all came to light. In the end, I couldn't have loved him
more.

Bridger Payne..you are officially my favorite Wicked Horse character!!!! It is a bittersweet feeling to
say goodbye to the Wicked Horse Series but Sawyer Bennett has truly worked her sex, love, magic
ways as we bid adieu to the Silo and Wicked Horse cast with one unforgettable book.â€œBridgerâ€¦
he makes me think of sex in a completely different way. Not as a tool or even a burden, but in a way
that makes me think it can be sensual, decadent , and mutually satisfying. A foreign concept for
sure, but I still fantasize about it anyway. â€•There is a saying, save the best for last and thatâ€™s
what Sawyer Bennett did. Wicked Bond was a sexy suspenseful read that was layered with a
multifaceted of raw emotions. This book was gritty. It was intoxicating. It was wicked. It was erotic.
But most importantly, it was consuming.If you are familiar with the previous books of this series,
then you are all aware that the series centers mostly on sex, kink, and sexual exploration. Yes,
Wicked Bond has sizzling erotic scenes but it was more on the soft and tame side compared to the
previous books. Bridger Payne has always been the character that I was so curious about ever
since we were introduced to his character in the first book. I wanted to know who really is Bridger
Payne and why Sawyer saved him for last.Bridger Payne is a complex and enigmatic character. He
doesnâ€™t say much and yet you are drawn to his raw brooding personality. His domineering and
sexual presence demands our attention and boy oh boy did he have my full attention.After a night
working at the Silo, Bridger comes home to relax and forget his past but is interrupted when an
acquaintance drops off a brutally battered young woman at his doorstep.
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